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By Mario Garnica

Storytelling in the Language Classroom: 
The WHYs and the HOWs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeuwgtLdUFk
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• At the end of this presentation, we will be able to explain why 

is important the use of Stories in the language classroom.

• We will also be able to use several techniques that are based 

on storytelling in the language classroom.

Goal of today’s presentation
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Personal Experience 
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• I studied my BA in general education back in Mexico (2005)

• I studied a master’s degree at ULM in Educational Technology 

Leadership (2015)

• I am currently studying with the National Center on Education  

and the Economy (NCEE) the National Institute for School 

Leadership (NISL) program for school leaders.

My Background
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The Why
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“Theory of LANGUAGE 
ACQUISITION” 

Storytelling in the Language Classroom
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Our brains are hardwired for 

narrative; therefore, we are 

hardwired to listening to 

stories. 

Storytelling in the Language Classroom

Alviani, C. (2018, October 11). The Science Behind Storytelling - Protagonist Studio - Medium. Medium; Protagonist Studio. 
https://medium.com/the-protagonist/the-science-behind-storytelling-51169758b22c
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Our lives are stories, we remember in 

stories, we think in stories we turn just 

about everything we experience into 

stories. 

Storytelling in the Language Classroom
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Our lives are stories, we remember in 

stories, we think in stories we turn just 

about everything we experience into 

stories. 

Storytelling in the Language Classroom

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8-ySYdcjWo
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• To acquire a language, students must have massive amounts of  

compelling, comprehensible input  (Stories)= input that is just 

above their current level.

• If you don’t understand about 95% of what I’m telling you, you 

will not acquire language.
• So, a great way to acquire language is using stories.  

“Comprehensible input” is THE ingredient to language 

acquisition. It is a great way to acquire language.”
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Part 1 -  I will present 10 words for 10 seconds. Your goal is to 

memorize the words.

Let’s Play a game. It has 4 parts. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_bB0sAqLNg&t=20
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Now, take the index cards you have on your 

tables and write the 10 words down. 

● How many people could remember 

all?

● How many could remember 7?

● How many could remember 3?

Results

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iyHmpXgRo8
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I will present 10 different words for 10 seconds. Your goal is to 

memorize the words.

Part 2/4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_bB0sAqLNg&t=20
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Now take the index cards you have on your 

tables and write the 10 words down. 

● How many people could remember all?

● How many could remember 5?

● How many could remember 3?

Results

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iyHmpXgRo8
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I will present 10 different words for 10 seconds. Your goal is to 

memorize the words

Part 3/4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_bB0sAqLNg&t=20
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Now take the index cards you have on 

your tables and write the 10 words 

down. 

● How many people could remember all?

● How many could remember 7?

● How many could remember 3?

Results

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iyHmpXgRo8
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I will present 10 different words for 10 seconds. Your goal is to 

memorize the words.

Part 4/4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_bB0sAqLNg&t=20
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WE DON’T need the index cards. Do we? 

● In no time, I can remember all 10 words. 
● I cannot remember any of the first two parts of the activity
● I can remember some of the paired words from the third part. 
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Feelings about this activity?

What is the best way for our brain to learn what could be random 

words (foreign language)?
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Feelings about this activity?

What is the best way for our brain to learn what could be random 

words (foreign language)?
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Let’s take this a step further.

What if I add images to the same story?
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What if I add images to the same story?

This is Charles.
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What if I add images to the same story?

Charles went to his wife’s job.
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Try changing the sentences a bit.

His name is Charles.
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What if I ask questions about the sentence?

What is his name?
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What if I ask questions about the sentence?

Where did he go?
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Input: what we hear and see from the environment in the 

target language
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• To acquire a language, students must have massive amounts 

of  compelling, comprehensible input  (Stories)= input that is 

just above their current level.

• If you don’t understand about 95% of what I’m telling you, 

you will not acquire language.
• So, a great way to acquire language is using stories.  

“Comprehensible input” is THE ingredient to language 

acquisition. It is a great way to acquire language”. 
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The How
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1. Input Activities
2. Follow up Activities
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Input Activities

Introduce Target Structures

Have the structures visible with the meanings in English and 

related images.
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Input Activities

•Hay     una       chica
•There is              a                           girl

•Se llama    Guadalupe
•  Her name is                        Guadalupe
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Input Activities

•A ella   le gustan   los gatos
•   She                            likes                               cats

•Guadalupe es estudiante en    México
•        Guadalupe           is            a student           in             Mexico
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Input Activities

Circling provides repetitive questions when teaching using stories. 
It builds student confidence and helps “Acquire” language instead 
of just “memorizing content.”

Circling is a strategy that asks questions based in one sentence. 
The primary purpose of circling is to “Build fluency.”
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Input Activities

Circling Model:  

1. Make a statement. 
2. Ask yes/no questions (restate negative and positive).
3. Ask either/or questions. 
4. Ask open ended questions (who, what, where, why, how much, 

etc.).
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Input Activities

•A ella   le gustan   los gatos
•   She                            like                               cats

•Guadalupe es estudiante en    México
•        Guadalupe           is            a student           in             Mexico

Cómo: How
Qué: What
Donde: Where
Hay: There is; There are
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Input Activities

Let’s watch an example of 
circling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWltZRUA51A&t=33
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Input Activities

Let’s watch another 
example of circling.

Adriana Ramirez

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRwEEAgc5Mg&t=196
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Input Activities

Personal Questions and Answers (PQ&A)

It is a follow up from the circling technique. This strategy will allow 
the teacher to circle the different conjugations without actually 
going through the tedious traditional drilling on conjugations. 
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Input Activities

PQ&A Model:  

1. Make a statement. 
2. Model second person point of view(Ask other students about 

classmates answers).
3. Ask third person point of view.
4. Include plural when ready.
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Input Activities

Let’s watch an 
example of 
PQ&A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWltZRUA51A&t=160
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Input Activities

Let’s watch an 
example of 
PQ&A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DA6ZxVVL50&t=1200
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Input Activities

● What language do you teach?
● We are going to divide in groups according to the 

languages that we teach. 
● Each group is going to prepare a mini circling example 

on the target language they teach. 
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Input Activities-Hands on

● Create a brief story with 3-4 sentences
● Include a nice illustration to help your audience 

understanding. 
● Each team should end with something like this:
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Input Activities-Hands on

● You have 15 minutes to have your stories ready
● Use the board paper and markers provided 
● Decide who is going to “Teach” using the circling technique. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDPoW54kL1w
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Input Activities

● Picture Talk (No reading)
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Input Activities

● Watching the video-story (If you 
use Señor wooly)
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Input Activities

● Record yourself or someone else 
re-telling the story, add subtitles 
on youtube

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_uERo-Obic
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1. Input Activities
2. Follow up Activities
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Follow-up Activities

1. Last word. Class divided in 2 teams. Teacher selects and 
reads random sentences from the story. Someone finish 
the sentence. Whoever does it first, is the winner and a 
point goes to his-her team. 
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Follow-up Activities

2. Order the story numbering each sentence.
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Follow-up Activities

3.Running Dictation (source unknown)
– Text cut into sentence strips.Students 
get into pairs, Student A runs to a 
sentence, memorizes it, runs back, and 
says it out loud—in target 
language—to Student B. Student B 
writes down exactly what they hear  
Students then switch roles, and 
continue.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORc_7eT0pWA
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Follow-up Activities

4.Who Said It? Simply put, 
the quotes or possible quotes 
from the story in a piece of 
paper For each quote, 
students have to say which 
character said or would have 
said the quote.
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Follow-up Activities

5.Chunky monkey (I record the 
story in chunks) I play 
randomly each sentence, they 
find the meaning or simply 
identify the sentence in 
Spanish.

Audio

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cet6-q0qcFh-z9dg0kb-_sGsh_oNer65/view


To access the folder with all the content including:

1.This presentation

2.TPRS stories

3.CI activities

4.Bryce Hedstrom Stories

5.Mike Peto Stories

6.Follow Up Activities

You can scan de QR code with your phone

mgarnica@ecarrollschools.org


